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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In this interview, we continue the COVID-19 discussion with a medical expert from Argentina,

Dr. Hector Carvallo, whose focus since early 2020 has been the prevention and treatment of

COVID-19.

Carvallo graduated from medical school in 1981 — the same year AIDS emerged as a global

pandemic. In the Qrst two years, AIDS killed 2 million people. Since 1981, it has claimed the lives

of 35 million. While oTcially retired for a couple of years, the 2020 COVID pandemic brought him

out of retirement.

“My %rst %re baptism was with AIDS,” he says. “I have dedicated my professional time to

teaching and assisting. I graduated as a professor in 1996, and worked as a professor for

the School of Medicine in Buenos Aires, which is public. Later, I was an associate

professor of internal medicine for two private schools of medicine until I retired a couple

of years ago.”

Ivermectin Is a Potent Antiviral

Interestingly, Carvallo had experience with ivermectin as an antiviral before the COVID outbreak.

Argentinian doctors were using it against dengue fever, which is endemic in Argentina. So, when

SARS-CoV-2 emerged, they decided to take another look at the drug to see if it might be useful.

“We came across some studies that were being conducted in Australia at the Monash

University by people like Dr. Kylie Wagstaff,” Carvallo says. “We supposed that it would be

very useful because the virology in effect already proved that, and we decided — even

before they published their %rst %ndings — to replicate what they were doing, but in vivo.

That is, not in the laboratory but in human beings.”

In early April 2020, Carvallo and his team developed two trials submitted to the National Library of

Medicine in the United States. One was for preexposure  (prevention) and the other for treatment.

In both cases, ivermectin was used as an adjunct to other compounds, as they didn’t believe it was

a silver bullet by itself.

For preventive purposes, they used ivermectin together with carrageenan, a food emulsiQer and

thickener that has a long history of use in both food and medicine. According to Carvallo,

carrageenan has antiviral effects too, so the ivermectin was used in combination with topical

carrageenan, administered through the nose and mucus membranes of the mouth.

In the treatment trial, ivermectin was combined with aspirin for mild cases, aspirin and

corticosteroids for moderately severe cases, and enoxaparin (an anticoagulant drug) for severe

cases.

These drug combinations were selected based on what was known about other viruses that cause

similar health effects as SARS-CoV-2, such as the rhabdovirus’ effect on neurology, the

paramyxovirus, which causes hyperin\ammation in the lungs, and the dengue virus, which

overampliQes the immune system.

Early Treatment Is Crucial

Like so many other doctors, Carvallo knew right from the start that early treatment would be

crucial and that telling patients to just wait it out at home until they couldn’t breathe would be a

death sentence.

“We knew from the very %rst day we entered the school of medicine that the sooner you

treat any illness, the more chances you will have to be successful in the treatment,” he

says. “You have to treat quickly, and strongly. This is natural thinking. Nobody has to be a

genius to know that. In this case, inexplicably, many doctors have been told to do nothing.

To keep the patients in their homes on their own with just a few pills of Tylenol — which

we know it's good for nothing — until they cannot breathe properly. Then they have to be

referred to the hospital. That is patient abandonment under any law in any country …

If you walk around a corner and you see your neighbor’s house on %re, you may call 911.

You may play hero and enter the house and try to save them. You may cry out for help.

The only thing you must not do is nothing.

I believe in any attempt to keep a mild patient, mild. What I cannot accept as a medical

doctor — because it is against our oath — is to remain with arms folded until that person

gets worse. That's criminal … There's only one reason for all this. The reason is

summarized in one word, greed.”

Aspirin was chosen for its anticoagulant effects. Another option recommended by American

doctors is NAC, an over-the-counter supplement that both prevents blood clots and breaks up

existing ones. NAC also has other beneQts that makes it useful against COVID-19. Argentina does

not allow the sale of supplements without prescription, so no dietary supplements were used in

these particular trials.

“That doesn't mean we say they are not good,” Carvallo says. “We simply adjusted

ourselves to what was there. We believe in the effectiveness of hydroxychloroquine. We

believe in the effectiveness of azithromycin. Vitamin D, zinc, doxycycline. We believe in

those compounds too. But we have not tried them.”

Situational Update in Argentina

So far, only Qve of the 24 provinces in Argentina have authorized these ivermectin-based

protocols for prevention and early treatment, but at least that’s better than the U.S., where

ivermectin is rejected outright. In many U.S. hospitals, doctors who dare prescribe it face being

Qred.

As you’d expect with something that actually works, those Qve provinces are indeed faring better

in terms of infection rates, hospitalizations and deaths. In one province, the death rate was

reduced to one-third in less than a month, in the middle of the outbreak, when no vaccines were

available.

Argentina didn’t start rolling out their COVID shots until March 2021, and the vaccination

campaign has been slow. Carvallo estimates no more than 40% of the population has received two

doses so far.

He believes the slow vaccine uptake is partly due to logistical challenges, and partly due to safety

concerns. “Many people have preferred to use alternative methods instead of vaccines,” he says.

Argentina may still move to make the injections mandatory, though.

“You know what? Making an experiment mandatory and using the media to convince

everybody to use it is not new,” Carvallo says. “It was done during the second World War.

Josef Mengele and Joseph Goebbels did that.

One made any experiment he wanted on people that were hopeless and at the camps. The

other one was a minister of propaganda who convinced everybody that everything was OK

… That's what we are seeing. Let's forget about science — common sense has been

disregarded.”

Carvallo himself ended up taking the Chinese COVID shot, as proof of vaccination was required

for him to travel to Europe. In an effort to counter any potential side effects, he continues to take

aspirin to prevent blood clots, and ivermectin. “I keep on using Ivermectin,” he says, “I've been

using it for over a year.”

Recommended Dosing Schedule

In the U.S., ivermectin has been mocked and misrepresented as a veterinary drug. In reality, it’s

been approved for human use for decades, and won the Nobel Prize for medicine in 1995, at

which time it was considered a miracle drug.

“Even people from the CDC have said, ‘You are not a horse. You are not a cow. Why should

you use Ivermectin?’” Carvallo says. “I would answer them, if they consider ivermectin is

only for veterinary use, they are neither horses nor cows, they are asses. The fact is, we

use ivermectin on a weekly basis for preexposure, that's for prevention. The dose is 0.2

mg per kilo [of bodyweight. To calculate pounds into kilos, divide your weight in pounds by

2.2].

We adjust the dose to the patient's weight. One of the worst comorbidities for somebody

contracting the virus is obesity. You cannot give the same dose to a skinny person and to

an obese or morbid obese person. So, we adjust for that.

We use it once a week. Now that Delta is appearing in South America, we are considering

reducing it to three or four days between doses. Do you know why we use it on a weekly

basis? Because ivermectin will work for 3.5 days. For the other three days, you will be

exposed.

You may contract the virus, but even before the virus can replicate enough to pass from

the incubation period to the invasion period, you will take ivermectin again. So, you won't

know it exists. You won't even realize you have contracted the disease. Your immune

system will have [encountered] the virus and will start creating immunity …

We keep on using that four months. We'll stop for a couple of months because ivermectin

will accumulate in the fat tissue. After two months of not using it, we start again.”

Carvallo also points out that natural immunity is far stronger than artiQcial immunity created by

the COVID shots. This is no surprise, because that’s how it’s always been with all other viruses.

The key is to prevent the infection from getting a strong foothold. With early treatment, you’ll get

through the infection just Qne, and have robust and likely lifelong immunity.

Addressing Toxicity Concerns

As for the safety of ivermectin, studies in Africa have used doses that were 10 times higher than

the 0.2 mg/kg recommended for COVID, without toxic effects. Hydroxychloroquine, on the other

hand, has a far narrower safety margin. This is well-known, and was clearly used to discredit the

drug. As explained by Carvallo:

“What they did with hydroxychloroquine in order to discredit it was easy.

Hydroxychloroquine is also very useful against COVID. But the safety margin is narrow.

What they did was to use three times the dose in order to cause toxicity. There were 200

studies in favor of hydroxychloroquine.

There was one study talking about the toxicity, and all the scienti%c community in the

world latched on to that one. That's crazy. In the case of ivermectin, it was so wide a gap

between safety and toxicity that they couldn't do that. So, they just disregarded it.”

Now, there are veterinary formulations of ivermectin. Do not use these, as they typically contain

polyethylene glycol (PEG), which is toxic to humans. Ironically, the COVID shots actually contain

PEG. Many are allergic to this substance, which is why anaphylaxis is such a common acute side

effect of the jabs.

Why Are COVID Jabs Still Recommended?

As of September 24, 2021, the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) had

received 15,937 reports of deaths following the COVID shot, 71,036 hospitalizations and more

than 752,800 adverse events in total.

Calculations by Steve Kirsch, executive director of the COVID-19 Early Treatment Fund, based on

VAERS data suggests the actual death toll may be around 212,000.  He estimates side effects and

deaths are under-reported by a factor of 41 or more, so the total number of injuries is likely

between 2 million and 5 million.

Even if we were to accept the oTcial VAERS numbers, the death toll is astronomical. Under

normal circumstances, a pandemic vaccine would be pulled after about 50 deaths. No explanation

has ever been given for why the COVID shots are still being universally recommended after nearly

16,000 reported deaths.

What we’re living is really a classic imitation of George Orwell's book “1984.” Almost everything

government and health oTcials say is the exact opposite of the truth. Right is left. Up is down.

Black is white. For those who know the facts, it’s a surreal experience. Double standards have also

become the norm. As noted by Carvallo:

“The vaccine is almost sacred. It's like a Bible. Whatever we say in favor of other

treatments is a sin. Nobel Prize [winners] of medicine, like Luc Montagnier and Satoshi

Omura, have been censored on the media. It's crazy.”

What’s more, we already have evidence showing the shots don’t work as advertised. They lose

effectiveness very rapidly. The answer we’re given is booster shots. Israel is already talking about

a fourth dose, and the injections have not even been out for a full year yet.

“If you give a medicine and don't get a positive result in a few days, you reconsider either

your diagnosis or your treatment,” Carvallo says. “You don't insist on the same thing

because it's insane to insist on the same thing trying to get different results.”

The reason we keep getting more variants is because the vaccine is “leaky.” It doesn’t prevent you

from getting infected, so the virus starts to mutate to evade the vaccine-induced antibody.

Carvallo agrees, adding that it’s equally insane that the shots are designed to produce antibodies

against just one portion of the virus, the spike protein, rather than act against the pathogenesis of

the virus.

“ According to projections, we could potentially
see billions of people die or be permanently
disabled from these experimental injections. How
are we going to take care of them all? Who’s going
to pay for their care?”

When you recover from a natural infection, you have both humoral and cellular immunity, and even

though humoral immunity (antibodies) will decrease within a few months, you still have latent

cellular immunity that will spring into action when needed.

The COVID shots do not provide any cellular immunity, which is why they cannot achieve herd

immunity, even if 100% of a population is injected. Carvallo also points out that the SARS-CoV-2

virus is now the weakest it’s ever been. The real enemy at this point is the propaganda that keeps

fear alive.

Now’s the Time to Take Control of Your Health

Carvallo is one of those rare individuals who has been able to perform research others cannot at

this time. He’s retired, so he has no funding or career to lose. He hopes that, eventually, more

doctors will go back to thinking for themselves and return to their oath to do no harm, and to

focus on what’s best for their patients rather than the bureaucracy currently dictating what they

can and cannot do.

According to projections, we could potentially see billions of people die or be permanently

disabled from these experimental injections. How are we going to take care of them all? Who’s

going to pay for their care? Already, U.S. entitlement programs — Social Security, Medicare and

Medicaid — are nearing bankruptcy.

According to David Martin, Ph.D.,  pension programs and entitlement programs will all run out by

2028, and as they run out of money, the drug industry will collapse as well, as they are the primary

beneQciaries of these programs. Medicare and Medicaid pay for the bulk of the drug dependency

in America.

So, in just a few years’ time, we’ll be facing a convergence of collapses on multiple fronts, and at

the same time, large portions of the population may be severely ill and wholly dependent on these

systems for their survival.

Society also requires all sorts of infrastructure, and if large portions of society are crippled or

dead, society will collapse from lack of qualiQed workers alone. So, the COVID shot mandates are

clearly making an already precarious situation far worse, as the Qnancial system would be

collapsing anyway.

The best thing anyone can do right now to prepare for this convergence of collapses is to focus on

your health. Make sure you’re as healthy as you can be. Be sure to optimize your vitamin D level,

for example, and avoid toxins of all kinds. Getting used to growing some of your own food would

also be a good idea, as would looking into ways to protect your retirement assets.

More Information

To learn more about ivermectin, you can download a free ebook created by Carvallo and his team.

It contains not only their Argentinian studies but also other peer-reviewed scientiQc articles

detailing the beneQts of ivermectin in the Qght against COVID-19. You can Qnd the bilingual

(English and Spanish) book, “Ivermectin in COVID-19: Prophylaxis and Treatment,” on

iniciatherapeutics.com.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

3,250 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Now “they” want to inject a biological weapon called a "vaccine" to children, the vast majority of whom are asymptomatic, without any
serious  risk due to Covid-19. THIS WILL BE REMEMBERED AS THE GREATEST CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY. Some phrases compiled by Dr.
Gary Kohls. Of Robert F. Kennedy, Jr’s Children;s Health Defense website, except 7 and 8.

1- “The children who comprise this vaccine-injured generation are now aging out of schools that needed to build quiet rooms and autism
wings, install wobble chairs, hire security guards and hike special ed spending to 25% to accommodate them. They are landing on the
social safety net which they threaten to sink. As Democratic lawmakers all around the nation vote to mandate more vaccines and call for
the censorship of experts (including parents of vaccine-injured or killed children) that are expressing concerns about vaccine safety,
Democratic Presidential candidates argue about how to Qx America’s dysfunctional and unaffordable health care system without
addressing the reality of the vaccine-related chronic disease and autoimmune disorder epidemic. The good news for Big Pharma, of course,
is that many of these vaccine-injured children have lifelong dependencies on unaffordable blockbuster drugs like insulin, Adderall,
anti-psychotic drugs, Epi-Pens, asthma inhalers, and diabetes, arthritis, and anti-seizure meds made by the same companies that made the
vaccines.”

2.- “An overwhelming majority of the FDA oTcials directly charged with licensing vaccines, and the CDC oTcials who effectively mandate
them for children, have personal Qnancial entanglements with vaccine manufacturers. These ‘public servants’ are often shareholders in,
grant recipients from, and/or paid consultants to vaccine manufacturers, and, occasionally, even patent holders of the very vaccines they
vote to approve. Those con\icts of interest motivate them to recommend ever more vaccines with minimal support from evidence-based
science”.
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3- “The FDA receives 45% of its annual budget from the pharmaceutical industry. The World Health Organization (WHO) gets roughly
half its budget from private sources, including Pharma and its allied foundations. And the CDC, frankly, is a vaccine company; it owns
56 vaccine patents and buys and distributes $4.6 billion in vaccines annually through the Vaccines for Children program, which is
over 40% of its total budget.”

4- “The HHS  partners with vaccine makers to develop, approve, recommend, and pass mandates for new products and then shares
proQts from vaccine sales. HHS employees can personally collect up to $150,000 annually in royalties for products they work on. For
example, key HHS oTcials collect money on every sale of Merck’s controversial HPV vaccine Gardasil, which also yields tens of
millions annually for the agency in patent royalties.”

5.- “In 1986, Congress—awash in Pharma money (the pharmaceutical industry is number one for both political campaign
contributions and lobbying spending on legislators over the past 20 years) enacted a law granting vaccine makers blanket immunity
from liability for injuries caused by vaccines. The subsequent gold rush by pharmaceutical companies boosted the number of
recommended inoculations from twelve shots of Qve vaccines in 1986 to 54 shots of 13 vaccines today. A billion-dollar sideline grew
into the $50 billion vaccine industry behemoth.”
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6.- “Since vaccines are liability-free - and effectively compulsory to a captive market of 76 million children - there is meager market
incentive for companies to make them safe. The public must rely on the moral scruples of Merck, GlaxoSmithKline, SanoQ, and
PQzer. But these companies have a long history of operating recklessly and dishonestly, even with (the many drug) products for
which they can be sued for injuries. The four companies that make virtually all of the recommended vaccines are all convicted
felons.  Collectively they have paid over $35 billion since 2009 for defrauding regulators, lying to and bribing government oTcials
and physicians, falsifying science, and leaving a trail of (incurable chronic illnesses) injuries and deaths from products they knew to
be dangerous and still sold under pretense of safety and eTcacy.”

7.-“A poorly trained, apathetic, and gullible media is one of the greatest national security and public health threats to the United
States of America, because in such a world not only does there cease to be a watchdog against government, industry, and general
hucksterism, but the media itself becomes prone to manipulation, deception, coercion, and outright recruitment by precisely those it
is supposed to be watching for the good of the people.” -- Marco Caceres Di Iorio

8.- “The media hacks who push the pro-vaccine propaganda and hide the truth are complicit in crimes against humanity…The entire
vaccine machine is built on lies of omission and fraudulent science. billions of dollars are quietly paid out by NVICP (National
Vaccine Injury Compensation Program) to vaccine-injured people, but the overwhelming majority of vaccine injuries are never
reported. Of the thousands that are reported, only a tiny few are compensated. Therefore, the real amounts that should have been
paid out to vaccine injured people is in the trillions.” -- William Christenson
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Argentinian Doctor Shares His Ivermectin Experience
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Argentina has extensive medical experience with ivermectin. Before the COVID-19 pandemic, it was used to treat dengue fever, which is

endemic in Argentina

)

Early in the pandemic, Dr. Hector Carvallo, a retired medical professor in Argentina, devised two ivermectin trials to assess the drug’s

usefulness against SARS-CoV-2. His treatment protocols are used in Qve Argentinian provinces. In one province, the death rate was reduced to

one-third in less than a month, in the middle of the outbreak

)

When used preventatively, ivermectin is administered in conjunction with carrageenan, which also has antiviral properties)

When treating mild cases, ivermectin is administered with aspirin; in moderate cases with aspirin and corticosteroids, and in severe cases,

ivermectin is given with enoxaparin, an anticoagulant drug

)

These drug combinations were selected based on what was known about other viruses that cause similar health effects as SARS-CoV-2, such

as the rhabdovirus’ effect on neurology, the paramyxovirus, which causes hyperin\ammation in the lungs, and the dengue virus, which

overampliQes the immune system

)
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"FDA oTcials directly charged with licensing vaccines, and the CDC oTcials who effectively mandate them for children, have
personal Qnancial entanglements with vaccine manufacturers" Those are the criminals we need to go after.
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Thanks Casimcea. Hopefully these "vaccines" are never approved, it would be a crime against helpless children and deceived
parents. CDC Sets Panel Meetings for J&J and Moderna Boosters, Vaccines for Children as Young as 5
www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_breakingnews/cdc-sets-panel-meetings-for-jj-..  (October 9, 2021)
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CULT OF BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS CALLED "VACCINES" . The mainstream media is now Qghting Merck & Co., which is trying to launch
an ivermectin (Molnupiravir copy of ivermectin)  scam that supposedly works as an early treatment remedy for those who develop
symptoms. While it initially supported the drug, the corporate-controlled media machine has suddenly changed its tune and is now
trying to turn the public away from anything other than injections of the Chinese virus. National Geographic Qrst quoted a Yale
University scientist as saying that "having a pill that people could easily take at home would be great." That article went on to talk
about how an easy-to-take pill would be a great addition to the plandemic arsenal, especially since "injections are not 100% effective
in protecting people from becoming infected with the COVID-19 virus." taibbi.substack.com/.../the-cult-of-the-vaccine-neurotic  (Oct
8, 2021)
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An excellent article and very important posts from Gui.  The extraordinary irony is that while the CDC and WHO say Ivermectin
doesn't work - the NIH says it DOES!  It is there on their website in plain sight as Dr Bryan Ardis reveals:  And he suggest if hospitals
claim it doesn't - copy and print the page from the NIH to prove them wrong:
 www.bitchute.com/embed/CxqsQSEusNb7/?feature=oembed#?secret=cwX79JeqLC
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Thank you very much NW, great link. Of course ivermectin works, at least NIH tells the truth. CDC and FDA continue to obey the hand
that feeds them. The posted phrases tell the truth. STOP THE COVID HOLOCAUST! OPEN LETTER. We call upon you to stop this
ungodly medical experiment on humankind immediately www.globalresearch.ca/stop-the-covid-holocaust-open-letter/5755902
 (September 26, 2021)
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Hi Newlands, This discussion from the mid-1990's is for you and everyone today: "A Warrior Calls ~Covid19 is the old AIDS Scam ~
DR. ROBERT WILLNER ROUTES OUT FAUCI" -www.bitchute.com/.../g2CtjyII7oMa  - this is about 1 -1/2 hrs long, upends the AIDS
drug protocol, has been posted up numerous times, you may have caught it earlier.

Compare what Dr. Willner was saying as compared to what Dr. Ardis is saying this year (and last).
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* " [Carvallo} I believe in any attempt to keep a mild patient, mild. What I cannot accept as a medical doctor — because it is against
our oath — is to remain with arms folded until that person gets worse. That's criminal … There's only one reason for all this. The
reason is summarized in one word, greed.” ... Agreed... However, when looking at the whole picture, social, economic, anything
remotely possible for the general public to pick up and carry on by all indicators will be decimated.

Most of the globe drove back into a Stone Age survival with little or few left to nurse anything, let alone fellow citizens back to stable
foundations. This leaves a 'Master Race' to exercise whatever whim suits them with little to no restrictions. It leaves the mass
majority of peoples unable to have much if any say about their destiny's either as individuals, community's or a larger society. This
has all the appearance of genocide of humans by those who believe they can become Transhuman leaving only whatever pool of
people are left to become slaves to serve them.
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Gui- Here is a good article on the history of the FDA: Question? Why is there not a separate regulatory agency to approve
medications? Only the FDA is available. I believe in Germany they have the German E Commission which regulates not only
medications but alternatives such as herbs. This is great info on herbs and if they are safe or not.
www.herbalgram.org/resources/commission-e-monographs/approved-herbs/  ~
www.naturalnews.com/2021-10-09-think-fda-looking-out-for-your-health.h..
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I always enjoy reading your comments, Guillermou. Thank you for providing all the useful information.

In my view, the trend towards forced injections for the little ones is quite clear.

Similarly, the obligatory injections were a predictable outcome of the global fraud (I warned my friends in March 2020, that we would
see mandatory injections - of course most of them said it was impossible at the time). The trends are clear, but to see them one has
to have a good recollection of history and not get distracted by the political garbage thrown at us daily.

As for the purpose of the mandatory injections, I believe the reduction of the population and the set up of a “social credit system” are
obvious goals. However, judging from the contents of the vials, as reported by Japanese, American, Spanish, and Austrian+German
medical doctors and researchers, there are likely additional planned goals for the injection mandates.

Below is a link to a recent conference in Germany, during which several pathology experts and medical professionals spoke and
showed images and videos of what can actually be seen in the injections (starting at about 1h15min)

odysee.com/.../PK_Tot-durch-Impfung_english:a

An English website “Not on the Beeb” is doing a great job of compiling Qndings about injection contents from different parts of the
world

www.notonthebeeb.co.uk/.../german-pr

It is worth noting that Not on the Beeb did an independent survey of injection recipients (a medical doctor was part of the team) and
discovered that many injected show magnetic properties. This team also repeatedly found in NHS-approved masks (for “personal
protection”): living moving parasites. Recently they tested bottled water and found similar “shapes” in the water samples as well. It’s
documented on their website.

The Qndings mentioned above point to some sort of “transhumanist” outcome - in which case getting all the little ones injected
might be necessary to achieve the outcome.
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Yes, JUST, a conclusion that has a long tradition in history and now reaches a high level. These "vaccinated" people will be marked
as candidates for full citizenship in the next New World Order, renamed the Great Reset. The answers to save the world not only from
COVID, but also from digital hacking, misinformation on the Internet, consideration in your job, that is, everything that depends on
deception and manipulation to be compliant with the high hierarchy.

Most of those who have already received the jab did not have to be threatened with the loss of their job or social status. They happily
volunteered for this great experiment. They have handed over their freedom, their personal qualiQcations, and their critical thinking
to their new teachers: the people who run the world's governments, the largest corporations, and the Big Tech social media giants.
This is full submission against humanity. It is a true crime where the body is destroyed by disease and death and the soul and the
human mind is deprived of its will.
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Thank you fvtomasch, yes, the FDA operates on a false belief system and reasoning that justiQes its efforts to protect the proQts of
Big Pharma by exploiting, misleading, and directly harming the public. The FDA principles deQne the dogma of modern "scientiQc"
medicine and drug marketing. These principles are followed by FDA bureaucrats, drug company executives, psychiatrists,
physicians, hospitals, and all who currently proQt from the corrupt US medical system. The FDA's mission is that dietary supplements
are pushed into oblivion and that the public does not have access to accurate information about dietary supplements. To maintain
control, the public must ignore the medicinal uses of all substances other than proprietary chemicals.

For many decades the FDA has regulated everything from food and tobacco to supplements and prescription drugs; From
over-the-counter drugs and veterinary products to electromagnetic radiation devices and blood transfusions, the FDA is very busy,
not to mention regulating vaccines and biopharmaceuticals. The FDA in 2008, began sending employees to foreign countries,
including India, China, and the UK, to name a few. All of this is thanks to Congress. Over the decades, the FDA has tried to destroy all
forms of comprehensive care in the United States that compete with drug and vaccine treatments. This link exposes the FDA data
and the chronology of the corruption. www.truthwiki.org/fda-food-and-drug-administration
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Guillermou, you wrote: "THIS WILL BE REMEMBERED AS THE GREATEST CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY". My "Take" : This is The Last
Hurrah for BigPharma. Censorship or not, the word will get out, and that people are dying, very ill or even medically maimed, is
information that can Not be held down for very long. There will be a mass wakeup, they will open up their eyes and see that they
have been coerced, bullied, threatened, and question the legitimacy of that very underpinning which led to their harm or even to the
death of a loved one.

BigPharma is shooting itself in the foot and is going to take a Big Fall, I predict it and I see it coming. And then the whole plot will be
foiled. It's all about dictatorship worldwide, and control. A Government Of BigPharma, By BigPharma and For BigPharma, is not going
to last because people are too educated in the freedom model, and those who have so far been unthinking will open up their eyes,
and there is nothing like pain to get people to think in new ways they never did before. A stupid tactical blunder on the part of Gates,
Fauci, pHARMa, WHO, CDC, FDA........
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@rrealrose, Fauci’s First Fraud - A complete breakdown of how he concocted the AIDS scam onto the USA. I saw this information
back in 2019, and it really helped me to see through the deceptions in the Covid nonsense. Especially the fraudulent PCR testing.
www.brasscheck.com/.../aids-faucis-Qrst-fraud
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Thanks, Mirandola, an analysis that you carry out can be a great reality, unfortunately for this reality to happen many innocents will
die or be slaves of BigPharma. BigTech's great conglomerate of government institutions is a tough steel web to break. Big
technologies have become an extension of Big Pharma. www.brighteon.com/757e26a0-df99-4068-9615-8ff551055146  To change
this dramatic situation, the propaganda of the media paid for by BigPharma's money and allowed by the FDA, which is a common
practice in the US, must stop.

A story. Anthropologist Linda M. Hunt, Ph.D. decided to investigate. Her Qndings, published in The Annals of Internal Medicine, are
another indictment of Big Pharma's relentless and greedy push for as many people as possible to use prescription drugs. Dr. Hunt
decided to investigate the dramatic increase in the diagnosis and use of prescription drugs to treat common chronic diseases. She
speciQcally looked at two conditions that can often be alleviated, and even cured, with lifestyle changes (type 2 diabetes and
hypertension) that were treated at 44 primary care clinics in Michigan.
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Her research team interviewed 58 physicians and 70 of her patients, and observed 107 clinic visits to assess physicians' treatment
strategies and factors that in\uence her treatment decisions. They found that doctors typically prescribe at least two or more
medications per condition. More than half of the patients studied were taking Qve or more medications and interviews with these
people showed their great dependence on medications, challenged their well-being, speciQcally due to the Qnancial cost of the
medications and due to the adverse effects on their health caused for the medication.

What's more, when patients went to see their doctors, their oTce visits were mostly devoted to talking about medications and
managing medication use (not healthy lifestyle changes). More information in the links www.annfammed.org/.../10.5.452.DC1  ~
www.annfammed.org/.../452.full  ~ hbr.org/2012/09/big-pharmas-hidden-business-model-and-how-your-company..
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Guillermou, you are absolutely right and it's absolutely tragic and wrongful (that's a dramatic understatement!) We don't want even
one person to be harmed, let alone die. So if I wrote about the pain and suffering causing the pendulum to swing toward change, I
surely did not, and neither do I, mean to imply that this pain and suffering is anything that Anybody would want, and surely not me
either! Thank you for posting what you said, Guillermou. Regretably, tragically, sometimes the much unwanted pain and suffering is
what it may take to wake up sleeping people. Let' s hope that not too many have to suffer or even die for it. Good lord. We must pray
for others during this interval, in ways such as never before. Best wishes. :-)
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GUI, mirandola,

Mirandola posted:

Guillermou, you wrote: "THIS WILL BE REMEMBERED AS THE GREATEST CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY". My "Take" : This is The Last
Hurrah for BigPharma.

I sincerely hope your respective comments come to pass.  I fear that neither may happen.  For it to be remembered as the greatest
crime against humanity, which I agree it seems to be, will require a return to honest dialogue and reporting among the media and
historians.  And that will have to happen before enough time has passed that evidence of the truth is obscured.  I don't see a return
to honesty in the media or academia ever happening without a total societal collapse.  The evil side has a stranglehold on them, and
most of the worlds Qnancial resources to keep their hold.  A total collapse will make it unlikely anyone seeking the truth of these
days in whatever society emerges (if any) impossible.

For it to be remembered as the Last Hurrah for BigPharma would require the masses to learn from experience and trust what they
see with their own eyes.  Most of us who read and post on this site do exactly that.  But the vast majority don't.  They can be fooled
by the same tired, but highly effective tactics over and over.  They NEVER learn.

I have no crystal ball either, but that's my expectation.  I sure hope you two are right and I am wrong.
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Gui, the entire Qeld of virology is in question - has been for at least the past 35 years. It has been highly visible since the HIV-AID
fraud was Qrst launched by Robert Gallo and Te\on Tony Fauci - they've built a massive set of patents and protocols based on
fraudulent science, their work now tarnishes research publications, universities and databases worldwide. Big Pharma has been
more than happy to play along, as their proQts are now burgeoning. So discussing their self-serving motives and excessive greed will
soon turn on itself, like a dog chasing its own tail...
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Yes, Rose, we need the failure of virology to keep growing to defeat Goliath. This fake vaccine can be David with a very effective
stone. A survey carried out by the Kaiser Family Foundation found that 53 percent of Americans who have not yet been vaccinated
against COVID-19 believe that the shots pose greater risks to their health than contracting the disease. It’s a view that is especially
strong among those who say they are not getting the vaccine; three fourths of those who responded that they will deQnitely not be
getting jabbed are convinced the vaccine is more dangerous than the virus itself.

Interestingly, it’s not just those who are unvaccinated who are concerned about the vaccine’s risks; 7% of vaccinated Americans also
think that the vaccine poses a greater danger than the virus. Additionally, 34% of those who say they are waiting and seeing before
getting the vaccine also share this belief. www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-9865469/More-HALF-unvaccinated-Amer..
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Hi Raythe4th. Also: Dr. Judy Mikovits reminds us that the laboratory origins of the current phony pandemic are nothing new; that
every “pandemic” has had laboratory origins since 1984, when Anthony Fauci began working at NIAID, beginning with AIDS. “HIV /
AIDS; You will remember the story of how Tony Fauci, Bob Gallo, the folks at the top of NIH, CDC, FDA lied to us, even then. So the
scenario, the game plan is exactly the same ...

“We’ve been creating these in our labs my entire career. This was my job.” She says their motivation is “To kill people and cover up
these crimes. Remember, they’re cremating people, so you can’t realize it was the vaccine strain, so you can’t realize that we were
right in 2011, in 1984… When our paper, that was ultimately published in Science, in October of 2009…and the entire upper echelons
of the government realized that these things were coming out of our laboratories and they re-wrote history then. They called it…an
‘unintended spread of a Biosafety Level 2 contaminant.’ tapnewswire.com/2021/09/dr-judy-mikovits-getting-closer-to-exposing-wh..
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Gui et al sure would be nice to have an up-todate report as to where we are in the legal Qght against these fraudulent, corrupt,
medical and political persons responsible for millions of deaths and injuries.  What is the problem? Why no reports of progress in
these legal Qghts.  Where is Reimer Fuelmich and his committee in this Qght.  Where are the international legal Qghts?  Why no
weekly reports on the Qghts to bring these people to justice?
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Dear Gui.... "Now they want to jab children".  However, what about this scenario.... I have just been presented with THE  most diTcult
request for help from a friend, of a friend, of a friend, whose 13 year old daughter WANTS the jab so she can go to the movies
 restaurants, etc. etc. and get her life back!!  Age 13!  Divorced couple.  Different provinces.  Dad is actually considering it!  I've sent
the Mom all the relevant articles to send to the Dad, BUT I am absolutely beyond SHOCKED that a 13 year old considers her life is
boring because she can't go out to eat and go to the movies if she doesnt get the jab. This scenario I NEVER imagined in this GD
scenario we're living in.
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GUI, mirandola, Mirandola posted: Guillermou, you wrote: "THIS WILL BE REMEMBERED AS THE GREATEST CRIME AGAINST
HUMANITY". My "Take" : This is The Last Hurrah for BigPharma. I sincerely hope your respective comments come to pass.  I fear
that neither may happen.  For it to be remembered as the greatest crime against humanity, which I agree it seems to be, will require a
return to honest dialogue and reporting among the media and historians.  And that will have to happen before enough time has
passed that evidence of the truth is obscured.

I don't see a return to honesty in the media or academia ever happening without a total societal collapse.  The evil side has a
stranglehold on them, and most of the worlds Qnancial resources to keep their hold. For it to be remembered as the Last Hurrah for
BigPharma would require the masses to learn from experience and trust what they see with their own eyes.  Most of us who read and
post on this site do exactly that.  But the vast majority don't.  They can be fooled by the same tired, but highly effective tactics over
and over.  They NEVER learn.
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Fantastic and inspiring information about other therapies for the corona virus BUT... I would love to know WHAT can detox the vaccine from
a person's body? So many people are being jabbed without even thinking  twice about their future health - consequences.  WHAT are the
options to detox from all the toxic vaccines? Can anyone offer us some suggestions? I would offer my idea about a supplement called
Zeolite or Bentonite Clay. These are cheap and effective no doubt as these pull out all kind of toxic substances even preventing toxins
entering the blood stream. WHO will do a quick bio chemistry lesson in this direction? Let Creation be our guide so that we can live with the
truth and dignity and the love for all human beings. (no this is NOT a religious statement!)
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I cannot verify that ivermectin can neutralize the vaxine. I suppose much would have to do with promptness of administration after
the jab.  I recall reading something about breaking chemical bonds.  Perhaps that is why so many7 authorities prevent its use? One
therapy I think may have potential, if continued for a long period of time, is prolonged saunas as hot as can be tolerated.  Although a
person may need to ramp up slowly and have supervision (rehydrate, too), the ideal protocol seems to be 20-30 minute at 150F 2-3
times a week.  Prob continued for months or a year.  The spike proteins can be damaged by extreme heat.  Saunas are also good
detox.  Regardless of how effectively saunas remove the vaxine (spike protein factory) from your body, they should do a lot of good
for keeping you healthy and helping ameliorate effects.  For some reason my intuition suggests a traditional wood-Qred log cabin
sauna over a modern infrared sauna.

Look online for info by students on electrically zapping at the injection site immed post-vaxination.  I have my doubts about this one
as anything injected is rapidly released into the bloodstream.  My intuition also tells me to include Bach Rescue Remedy in addition
to any protocol.  I cannot explain all the reasons, except to say it is harmonizing.  Although I would not claim it has physical healing
properties, I have observed some in credible cases of recovery that I cannot explain.  Spiritual healing is also necessary to restore
the whole biome.
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Dr. Mercola released two reports on vaccine risks and tips for minimizing those risks. The "vaccine" has cardiovascular and
neurological implications. Dr. Mercola advice for those vaccinated. FIRST REPORT: Follow a time-restricted diet and eat all of your
meals within six to eight hours. Avoid all vegetable oils and processed foods. Focus on certiQed organic foods to minimize your
exposure to glyphosate, and include plenty of sulfur-rich foods to keep your mitochondria and lysosomes healthy. Both are important
for removing cell debris, including Spike proteins. You can also increase your sulfate level by taking Epsom salt baths.

You should also make sure your vitamin D level is between 60 ng / mL and 80 ng / mL (100 nmol / L to 150 nmol / L), preferably
through exposure to sunlight. In addition to producing vitamin D, the sun's rays also have other beneQts. To combat Spike Protein
toxicity, optimize Autophagy, which can help digest and eliminate this protein. Time-restricted eating will positively regulate
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toxicity, optimize Autophagy, which can help digest and eliminate this protein. Time-restricted eating will positively regulate
autophagy, while sauna therapy, which increases levels of heat shock proteins, will help refold misfolded proteins and also mark
damaged proteins for elimination. It is important that your sauna is very hot (around 77 degrees Celsius) and that it has no magnetic
or electric Qelds.

Other remedies that may help you if you are experiencing side effects from the COVID vaccine include: Hydroxychloroquine and
ivermectin treatments. Ivermectin appears to be very promising as it actually binds to the Spike protein. Low-dose antiretroviral
therapy to re-educate your immune system. Low-dose interferons such as Paximune, to boost your immune system
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Peptide T (an HIV entry inhibitor derived from the HIV envelope protein gp120; as it blocks the binding and infection of viruses that
use the CCR5 receptor to infect cells); Cannabis, to strengthen type I interferon pathways; Dimethylglycine or betaine
(trimethylglycine) to enhance methylation and thus suppress dormant viruses; Silymarin or milk thistle to help your liver. SECOND
REPORT: If you have already received the COVID vaccine, implement a daily prophylaxis protocol, as you are at high risk of
contracting COVID. This means optimizing your metabolic \exibility, your vitamin D level, and taking vitamin C, zinc, and a zinc
ionophore daily, at least during cold and \u season.

Evidence shows that NAC could be used to prevent blood clots and break up existing ones. If you or someone you know received the
COVID vaccine and now regrets it, there are deQnite strategies you can use to protect yourself. Apparently, if you exceed the Qrst
three months, your risk of blood clots is likely to decrease. To counteract excessive clotting, an anticoagulant may be appropriate. A
very promising natural alternative is N-acetylcysteine (NAC), as it has anticoagulant and thrombolytic effects, which means that it
could prevent clots and dissolve those that have already formed. And of course, don't get any more booster shots.

In the subacute phase, your number one goal will be to avoid ADE. The key to this is to avoid causing a pathogenic immune reaction,
and the only way to do that is to implement some kind of prophylactic protocol, that is, a protocol to prevent COVID, the common
cold, and in\uenza. This is very important for anyone who has received the COVID vaccine, as they are at high risk for complications
and have the false impression that they are "protected" when in reality they are now at higher risk and need to take many
precautions.
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Any symptoms of an upper respiratory infection should also be treated immediately. COVID is a multi-phase disease. The Qrst phase
is the viral phase, which lasts Qve to seven days. This is when it is most easily treated. After day 7, the disease progresses to the
in\ammatory phase, which requires different treatment. Taking supplements with zinc is an important component to prevent and
treat the viral stage in time, since it prevents viral reproduction. However, you should take it with a zinc ionophore, such as quercetin,
EGCG (green tea extract), hydroxychloroquine, or ivermectin.

"Most COVID protocols focus on preventing our RNA virus from reproducing. What that means is that for a virus to make copies of
itself, it needs to enter the human cell. In the case of RNA viruses. All COVID, coronavirus, and even in\uenza viruses use a common
pathway called RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, which is a very important enzyme. That enzyme is what makes copies of the viral
genetic material, which then allows new viruses to form and spread. So if you stop the viral RNA reproduction process, you will
eliminate viral spread and growth. The best thing about zinc is that it stops that enzyme, if there is another zinc molecule inside the
cell.  But zinc cannot enter the cell on its own. That's where the concept of zinc ionophores comes in. Zinc ionophores open the door
in the cell membrane and allow zinc to go from the outside to the inside of the cell. And when you improve the concentration of zinc
inside the cell, you can effectively prevent this enzyme and prevent most coronaviruses and in\uenza viruses from reproducing. "
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If you want to use hydroxychloroquine or ivermectin and live in a state that restricts its use, look for telehealth options online.
Frontline physicians are a good resource. They only charge $ 90 for one visit and you will be able to get the prescription you need. Do
not use veterinary ivermectin as it may be contaminated and is not intended for human use.
speakwithanmd.com/americasfrontlinedoctors  In addition to zinc and a zinc ionophore, you also need to optimize your vitamin D
level. The desired range is 60 ng / mL to 80 ng / mL year-round. The proper dose of oral vitamin D3 is the dose that helps you stay
within that range. Vitamin C is another important component, especially if you already take quercetin, as it has synergistic effects.
To act effectively as a zinc ionophore, quercetin requires vitamin C.

The Qnal recommendation is that, if you received the vaccine, consider yourself as a person at high risk for COVID and implement a
daily prophylaxis protocol. This means optimizing your vitamin D level and taking vitamin C, zinc, and a zinc ionophore daily, at least
during cold and \u season. It would also be ideal to use a sauna on a daily basis. Preferably one that can heat up to 170 degrees
Fahrenheit (76.6 ° C). The best saunas are infrared and have low electromagnetic Qelds. Unfortunately, I don't know of any that go up
to 170 degrees and have a low EMF. This practice activates heat shock proteins that will help remove Spike proteins and enhance
other damaged proteins.
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Almond, I think saunas are a good idea. When I had covid in March 2020, I used hot baths. It lasted 16 days and another couple of
weeks of occasional dry coughing with shortness of breath because I couldn't stop. NAC once again came through for me. Sat up
most of the those Qrst two weeks, slept elevated. I think this was also key. ~Laura
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Thanks, Laura. Also advised by Dr. Mercola "It would also be ideal to use a sauna on a daily basis. Preferably one that can heat up to
170 degrees Fahrenheit (76.6 ° C). The best saunas are infrared and have low electromagnetic Qelds. Unfortunately , I don't know of
any that go up to 170 degrees and have a low EMF. This practice activates heat shock proteins that will help remove Spike proteins
and enhance other damaged proteins "
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Thanks, Gui! My new gym has a sauna in the women's and men's dressing rooms and I plan to use it regularly! I'm sure it isn't perfect,
but I'm excited and happy. And there's mask "optional" policy. (The owner is not vaxxed.) So grateful. xoxooxo
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Go to the FLCCC website and check out their protocol(s) for i-recover. AND This is the link that Gui posted today in Spanish, I just
posted this article below: www.lewrockwell.com/2021/07/joseph-mercola/might-covid-injections-redu..   - read to near the end of
this article.
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The same vitamins/minerals/sauna/dietary practices apply to avoiding all chronic disease...increase cell voltage and functionality
like tuning a race car engine, eliminate toxins..the other avenue being mental; a feisty personality that dismisses fear/stress. Covid
and the death vaxxx attack vessel epithelia, blood and I assume other connective tissues to result in clotting, strokes and leaky
membranes where maintenance of these tissues depends on intake of collagenous proteins in bone stocks/powdered supps along
with large doses of Vit C on the order of 10-50Grams/day..

Recos of 2000mg/2Grams/day are insuTcient against overwhelming levels of in\ammation and oxidative stress and to support a
charge terrain capable of reducing RBC clumping and blood viscosity.  Large quantity antioxidant intake is always key via Vit
C/NAC/polyphenols, etc. and metabolic improvement.  Vegetable/seed oil based membranes pre-soften the population to disease
and cripple oxygen delivery and body voltage. Ditto widespread metal and toxic burdens...and media fear/stress.

Beside antioxidant levels to quantitatively oppose oxidative stress/in\ammation..OXIDATIVE Immune ammunition supplies the OX
part of RedOx medicine to include oxidative bursts as with Megadose/IV Vitamin C, H2O2, iodine, Ozone and MMS chlorite (Miracle
Mineral Supp)...How the body's natural immune cells oxidize pathogens, cancers and unwanted cell/organic debris. Unfortunately
hundreds of millions are infected by totalitarian state disinformation, but few are exposed to scientiQc truths. Soon we may either
have civil/hot wars and or the depopulation of billions of the uninformed and or hyperin\ation and the collapse of civilization. I don't
see any return to normalcy. My deepest thanks to all who have offered solutions to this intractable situation! More info/practical
apps;   zx4.bc9.myftpupload.com/forum-comments
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I would love more info on detox as well. We are all going to have friends that will need it that fell for the narrative. I was also hearing
Magnesium ? What about the algaes?
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I am not vaccinated and never will be but I work commercially as a massage therapist and I'm very busy all day working on
vaccinated people and I do believe in what is called shedding! Everyday at the end of work no matter how cold it is I go swimming in
the Atlantic Ocean off of Massachusetts and then take an infrared sauna. This seems to clear out everything!
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Go to Newlands post and punch up his link to dr. Artis interview, Dr. Artis at some point in his talk gives a very simple detox formula.
 Apple pectin is involved with magnesium,  zinc and selenium.   I THINK,  you check it out to be sure.   All I recall is I'd only need the
apple pectin as I'm daily doing the rest...
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This report said take NAC and aspirin to minimize the blood clotting.
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Forbidden has a link to a technical article from Texas clinical trials using NAC. Its in my Qles buried somewhere. Orally, nebulized, it
works both ways, well before needing an IV of it.
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Rrrrreal; NAC again; www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7649937
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ulika7 I agree.  Your suggestion regarding Zeolite and Bentonite Clay is spot on, because this would deal with graphene oxide in the
jabs.  In relation to spike proteins here are a few links which I hope help:-
spikedetox.blogspot.com/2021/06/possible-ways-to-neutralize-covid-vaxx.. ,
www.covidtruths.co.uk/2021/06/possible-ways-to-neutralise-spike-protei.. ,
tlbtalk.com/blogs/view/33/vaccine-damage-control-summary-of-the-spike-.. , www.bitchute.com/.../5gJeVUUPHYMY ,
ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/06/24/summary-of-the-spike-protein-p.. ,
deeprootsathome.com/3-foods-that-contain-shikimic-acid-to-halt-transmi.. , https://vladimirzelenkomd.com/ .
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I suggest here that detox is only part of the solution...and yes it is important. And yes it can make a dent...but given the synthetic
mRNA I suggest that detoxiQcation is indeed, only making a dent....yet, it is a very necessary dent (polyethylene glycol, a jet fuel
ingredient, is not a joke!) www.emdmillipore.com/US/en/product/msds/MDA_CHEM-807490?ReferrerURL=ht..    

I think above and beyond detoxiQcation, to work with a highly skilled naturopath specializing in the immune system, to balance the
immune system, will be key. And truthfully, I wouldn't think (I am not a doctor) that there is Any Way to balance the immune system
once it has been genetically modiQed. Are there ways to deactivate the spike proteins and the mRNA attachments to the cells, and
the resulting autoimmune attack? I suggest only, maybe, but ask a skilled naturopath.

Personally, I would doubt it. I suggest that the impact to the immune system from genetic modiQcation thereof, may be permanent. I
could be wrong, and I hope indeed that is the case. What I would think could be done, is to work *With, but probably not through* the
problems caused by the gene modiQcation, to moderate them...but probably, not to get rid of them. My two cents. I would start with
vitamin D3 (D2 is harder to absorb and hard on the kidneys, D3 is much better) as a beginning, then go to a skilled naturopath as
above for help to possibly de-activate some of the mechanisms and balance the immune system as best as is possible. My two
cents.

I have formal training in phytotherapy. I will list some herbs to support various bodily areas, stay tuned, below.
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This is for adjunct support. The core protocol should be under the naturopath's supervision, to balance the immune system and
address the root causes, I am NOT writing about that, here. Instead, I am writing about things one can do to (keyword) support
various bodily areas.  Use this as information to ask a naturopathic doctor about. DetoxiQcation herbs: For liver suppport--- Milk
thistle binds to liver receptor sites and blocks the uptake of toxins into the liver, according to NUMEROUS studies on Pubmed.
Supports the growth of new liver cells. Also has a certain amount of kidney protective effect, but best known as a liver herb. To
dredge the liver and stimulate bile, which breaks down fats/cholesterol and plays a role in detoxiQcation: Bitter/sour \avors like
lemon, arugula et al. Herbs: Artichoke leaf, dandelion root, yarrow, goldenrod.

Kidney support: Nettles, dandelion leaf (supplies potassium which is excreted, it is a pretty good diuretic, drink lots of \uids and
supplement with moderate amount of potassium), hydrangea root, corn silk, marshmallow tea for soothing. For heart support:
Hawthorn (berries, leaves, \owers and young twigs all combined are best), ginkgo, bio\avonoids, motherwort; nettles/quercitin
combined not for their known anti-histamine effect but instead, for vessel support.  Support vessels: Bio\avonoids, ginkgo,
hawthorn, witch hazel, magnolia \ower, horse chestnut, pycnogenol.

Nervous system support: FIsh oils, coconut oil as topical anti-in\ammatory (stains clothes but good) + internally, St Johnwsort *oil*
topical anti-in\ammatory, +internally. This is not a complete list. Purchase quality *formulas (work best)* from the healthfood store.
Don't buy the weak junk from CVS et al, a BigPharma trick to lead people to think that "herbs just don't work". The immune system
has many parts that need to be in balance with each other. Ask a good naturopath how to balance the interactive parts of the
immune system with each other. Be well.
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I read this protocol recently. Perhaps it is what you are looking for.
meganredshaw.substack.com/.../covid-vaccine-protocol-what-to-do
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NOTHING can detox you from a change in your DNA except death. If a person who has taken the mRNA has children, their children
will also have the 'toxin' in their DNA, to all futuire generations. That's the MOST INSIDIOUS PLAND OF ALL.  IT CANNOT BE
REVERSED.
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I wish people would STOP referring to Social Security as an ENTITLEMENT!  We all worked for what went into the fund which has been
pilfered by our government over the years.
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What happened to George Bush's promise (when he was campaigning for his Qrst term) that we would be able to "opt-out"of all of
these government funded social programs like SSC and invest our money in IRA's or 401K's? I'm ready to make the switch!
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It seems if you want to be seen on this site anymore you must do an add on to the most popular comments; but I will try anyway. While I
have personally seen Ivermectin work for Covid and used it safely for years as antihelminthic and also used Chloroquine HCL [NOT
Hydroxychloroquine as it a sulfate] ; I must point out some serious CONCERNS here about both Dr Carvallo and Dr Kirsch's protocols [from
last article]. While many studies have shown aformentioned drugs to be very safe & effective; the ADDITIONAL drugs that are being added
here are very questionable. At the very least those of us with PEG allergies and Sulfur metabolism problems could be made much worse.

 CARAGEENAN is banned in many countries as a food additive [esp in baby formula]  as it damages the gut & has been linked to cancer.
 Used as a thickener in most diary, comfort foods and pet foods in USA, it  is not just seaweed as we may be led to think. It is highly
chemically altered with strong alkalizers , PEG, &  high in sulfur and can be very dangerous for many people& animals . Is it even necessary
if there are safer alternatives? Dr Kirsh's advocation for Fluconazole is also very concerning despite the claim that blocking serotonin
uptake affects the in take of Corona virus to the cells[theory?]. Once again Prozac is the panacea for the masses [SOMA?} . Fluconazole/
Prozac has known side effects of suicide & homicide and is laced with FLUORINE and would not be considered a safe drug.  Plus his study
is very small. Just as you would research mainstream protocols please do not embrace alternative treatments in their entirety without
critical thinking; especially when multiple synergistic cumulative toxic chemicals are involved for extended periods.
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Thanks caws. About carrageenan - DANGERS AND SIDE EFFECTS OF CARRAGEENAN www.healthline.com/.../carrageenan
 Degraded carrageenan is a carcinogenic version. According to Cornucopia, food grade carrageenan test results contained at least 5
percent degraded carrageenan. One sample had about 25 percent. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC1242073  In 2016, the National
Organic Standards Board voted to remove carrageenan from its approved list. This means that foods made with carrageenan can no
longer be labeled "USDA organic." In 2016, the National Organic Standards Board voted to remove carrageenan from its approved list.
This means that foods made with carrageenan can no longer be labeled "USDA organic."
www.foodsafetynews.com/2016/11/board-nixes-use-of-carrageenan-in-organ..
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Carrageenan is used in clinical trials to promote in\ammation, intended for anti-in\ammatory research. Carregin causes
gastrointestinal in\ammation and intestinal lesions, ulcers, and even malignant tumors. People with intestinal disorders have
experienced improvement by eliminating carrageenan. In\ammation is the cause of many diseases.
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../1202321  The incredible thing is that carregenin is used in many foods, such as meats, beers, etc.,
including organic ones, such as vegetable milks and jams, all with the approval of the FDA, which says that carregenin is a safe
additive, although Several European and American companies have decided not to use Carrageenan.

On November 17 at the National Organic Standards Board Meeting in St. Louis, carrageenan was voted to be removed from the
National List of approved additives in organic food! The decision was a big win for consumers, who have been voting with their
purchasing power for products without the dangerous additive. Over forty years of research, accumulated from multiple labs around
the world, has demonstrated gastrointestinal in\ammation and higher rates of intestinal lesions, ulcerations, and even malignant
tumors from consuming carrageenan.

However, just like the tobacco industry, legions of lobbyists and corporate-funded scientists lined up to testify before the NOSB,
claiming that carrageenan was perfectly safe. Prior to the meeting, over 3,000 people submitted written comments to the NOSB,
including hundreds of individuals that described personal negative health effects from consuming the additive, which cleared up
after they discontinued www.cornucopia.org/2016/11/national-organic-standards-board-votes-remo..  (2020) ~ www.cornucopia.org
 (2020)
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Eliminating Carrageenan in many products in the US is a big marketing tool.  Products that used to contain carrageenan now
prominently let the consumer know that it is no longer in the product.
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While ivermectin has been shown to be a valuable prophylactic and early treatment option, it is by no means the only treatment...so don't
freak if you can't get it....Mega C/NAC/Zinc/HCQ/quercetin/H2O2/iodine/etcetc are still available though dismissed by the pharma
maQa....BTW; carrageenan is a polysaccharide, a complex sugar and the basis for Mannatech treatments some swear by. Endless ways to
skin this cat...MeOwch.
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What and where can I get these items? Please help as Indiana won't let the physicians prescribe it?
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Deidre, you do not need it. Follow what Forbidden is writing to the T, it will work for any upper respiratory illness or \u. Otherwise, I
answered someone below, you will need to go go frontlinedoctors website, get an online medical meeting with one of their doctors,
and they may be able to ship it in.
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grandmax4ever
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@Deidre … I just sent you a message … Hope it helps
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caws has published about carrageenan and I have also responded
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adulavitzhotmail.com
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I'd like to see  a brave Governor (Texas, Florida....) tell the Feds to go get screwed and make Ivermectin widely available over the counter to
anyone who wants it. Then, sit back and watch how the Covid cases evaporate in a matter of weeks completely destroying the totalitarians
oppressive freedom destroying narrative and showing the rest of the country the way forward. This could actually be how we get our
country back. Who will do it?
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Recommend each individual check their state Medical Board information regarding what doctors can and can't prescribe for Covid.
Here is latest Press Release from Texas Medical Board: Texas Medical Board Press Release - FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE -
September 3, 2021 - Joint Statement from TMB and TSBP Regarding Prescribed Drugs or Treatment for COVID-19:

The Texas Medical Board (TMB) and Texas State Board of Pharmacy (TSBP) do not endorse or prohibit any particular prescribed
drugs or treatment for COVID-19 that meet the standard of care. Drugs are permitted to be prescribed off-label. It is the professional
judgement of each physician to write their prescriptions while meeting all applicable federal and state statutes and rules. Similarly,
each pharmacist must use their professional judgement in dispensing valid prescriptions while meeting all applicable federal and
state statutes and rules. I would argue that all doctors can prescribe preventive treatments for their patients.

However the  Federation of State Medical Boards (a supposed nonproQt agency) is another story.  
www.fsmb.org/advocacy/news-releases/fsmb-spreading-covid-19-vaccine-mi..    One would think the FSMB would be supporting all
doctors to provide necessary treatment (preventive and post acquired) for their patients and not be so narrowly concerned with
supporting/marketing the "so called vaccines".
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“Even people from the CDC have said, ‘You are not a horse. You are not a cow. Why should you use Ivermectin?’” Carvallo says. “I would
answer them, if they consider ivermectin is only for veterinary use, they are neither horses nor cows, they are asses."  What a perfect
answer!
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We are looking at GREED incarnate,

Oh how many times have I posted this last year and again this year. The US CDC is in charge of ordering and distributing $6 billion
US of vaccns each year, why even bother having a safety board with these kinds of orders and fairly untested vials changing hands?
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Does anyone know how to get Ivermectin? My doctor in Indiana was told not to prescribe it. They have sold their souls to the devil
the way I see it when they can keep us from dying and they boldly and knowingly, refuse to do the right thing.
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In every article I read evryone says that early treatment is crucial for the curing of this disease. Yet here in the USA and many other
(Western) countries such early treatment is foresworn in favor of "go home and come back when you are too sick to heal...." A violation of
the hippocratic oath insofar as doing nothing is doing harm.
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It's bizarre that after decades of singing the praises of early intervention, the medical advice for COVID is "go home until you need
emergency medical care". Even after 1 year and a half, our so-called modern medical systems have not found an effective "treatment" for
COVID. Why not? It's the Evidence Based Medicine model in full force. EBM is not actually "evidence based" when it comes to cures. Cure,
cures, curing and cured are not deQned in EBM, except for a few infectious diseases, cured by killing the infectious agent with an approved
drug. Cured is not deQned for any non-infectious disease, nor for any infectious disease cured by any non-approved drug including any
alternative treatment.

In addition, cured is not deQned medically or scientiQcally for any viral disease. So, in EBM, cured is not deQned for COVID. That's why there
are over 200 million RECOVERED COVID patients, but not one CURED. EBM cannot recognize cured patients. So, ivermectin cannot cure.
Even doctors who are curing with ivermectin and other treatment avoid the word cure. Doctors are allowed to cure COVID. None are allowed
to claim a patient is cured, or was cured. Modern medicine, as it moves farther and farther towards EBM, it also moves farther from cures.
The failures to cure COVID are failures to deQne a theory of cure and to use that theory in medical practice. All cure claims are simply
ignored.

It's not hard to develop a theory of cure for all diseases and not hard - although it is complex, to apply the theory to COVID. But there is no
interest, even amount doctors from the USA to Argentina, to any other country in the world. We need to study the fundamental concepts of
cure to escape the mantra of EBM "there is no evidence of". To your health, tracy
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Hi, Tracy,  we do not heal, as long as we do not fully restore health. Stay healthy and heal with holistic medicine. The multiple causes
that are causing illness and death due to medical treatment are caused by not attending to patients according to the principles of
holistic medicine. The universe is a unit that functions as an interrelated whole and man is part of this unit: mind, body and spirit
where the alteration in any of its components has an impact on global health. Holistic Medicine recovers the concept of connection
between the part and the whole, unlike Western Medicine that operates through medical specialties.

Each one needs an individualized diagnosis and treatment with a focus on the vital forces of the patient, the human being has great
potential for self-healing, the patient becomes the main agent, who is directly involved in the healing process, being the therapist a
facilitator and ally. The disease as help: the disease is an adaptation process that must be tried to obtain a new order. It is an alarm
that tells us that something is not in harmony. Power: acting in an integral way is the power to heal, initiating a process of change,
which allows you to improve aspects of your life so as not to get sick again.

Medicine is now controlled by insurance, because as soon as someone has insurance, he loses control over the type of medicine he
accesses. Insurance even determines the price of each treatment, and the therapies to be practiced. The protocols are established
and the doctor is part of the system, of the diseases created by the pharmaceutical maQa.
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In an interview s Dr. Ghislaine Lanctôt author of the book "La maQa medica". Asked by who is part of the medical maQa, she said: “At
different scales and with different implications, the pharmaceutical industry, the political authorities, the large laboratories, the
hospitals, the insurance companies, the Drug Agencies, the medical associations, the doctors themselves , the World Health
Organization, the UN Ministry of Health and, of course, the world government are in the shadow of money ”.

The pharmaco-medical industry, gigantic and all-powerful unscrupulous companies, enriched at the cost of people's illness, not
health, associate with public organizations, introducing blackmail, bribery and bribery in their techniques. Despite the fact that the
law expressly prohibits making any type of gift to doctors, medical sales representatives, pharmacy sales people, buy from doctors
in exchange for perks, in order to place their medications, which doctors dispense to their patients. The strategy consists, in short, of
having chronically ill patients, who have to consume all kinds of palliative products, that is, to treat only symptoms, medications to
relieve pain, lower fever, reduce in\ammation ... but never the medicine of the nutrition, medicinal plants, healthy lifestyles, in short
the "true medicine" that can heal the person. The person must worry about his health, develop critical thinking, study how to heal,
because in the end the true doctor is oneself.
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Guillermou: re INSURANCE... If it's on the list, the insurance pays, whether it cures or not. If it cures - but it's not on the list, the
insurance will not pay. Cured doesn't count unless it's on the list. Modern medicine has no theory of cure. Alternative medicine has
no theory of cure. So, insurance companies have no theory of cure. Most diseases are considered incurable - therefore insurance will
only pay for non-cures for most diseases. to your health, tracy
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Thank you, Dr. Mercola! I add another important publication of the day, in the same sense. THE CENTRALITY OF THE DISSEMINATION
DEPENDS ON ... TIMELY TRANSLATIONS: (because we still do not have the famous universal language!) "Although this report focuses on
the situation in the United States, it is equally applicable to the rest of the world, since the same type of experimental injections with similar
death rates - and comparable systems of corruption to hide these Qgures - are being used everywhere. the world. That is why we encourage
all the inhabitants of the world to share this report. May it be a wake-up call for all humanity."
www.verdadypaciencia.com/2021/10/el-informe-sobre-la-muerte-de-las-vac..  ~
legrandreveil.co/2021/10/05/le-vaccine-death-report-du-dr-zelenko-enQ..  To allow the dissemination of this very important news, I ask
that all written information, including pdfs and videos, be translated into Spanish and English -at least-. Thank you!!
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"Thank you for bringing this issue up for consideration! So, and when it comes to what it is about: life on Earth, I would like to appeal
from here to the people who exercise that noble profession of qualiQed translators and / or those who can sel\essly remunerate
them, to do so, because while we wait for some robot rises up with those capabilities and is manufactured by the Chinese, many of
us would lose their lives, and all the moral possibility of remaining human.

As an alternative, if at present the sites that publish information could offer their readers, at least, those automatic translators for
the aforementioned purposes, (““ automatic ”translations can serve to quickly Qnd out what a material written in a language that we
do not know ”, it is reported ...), that would already be a great advance and not all sites have it! Of course, "IT IS NOT TIME TO DIE",
and yet many are doing it. No time to die? Death always Qnds time, with the help of the "multiple disinterested." Seen on the
Argentine site: gauchomalo.com.ar/la-ultima-de-james-bond
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Thanks Ana Maria, related to one of your links. Drs. David John Sorenson and Vladimir Zelenko have released a new report
suggesting that millions of people have already died from the Wuhan coronavirus “vaccines”. "The Vaccine Death Report," as they
call it, sticks strictly to solid facts. There are no unsubstantiated claims and the data presented is clear and veriQable. All associated
references are included for proper peer review. "The data shows that we are currently witnessing the largest organized mass murder
in the history of our world," the report states. “The gravity of this situation forces us to ask ourselves this critical question: will we
stand up in defense of billions of innocent people? Or will we allow personal gain over justice and be accomplices?
principia-scientiQc.com/the-vaccine-death-report  ~ twitter.com/.../1389723979116601346
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Precisely, Guillermo, my publication emphasizes the need FOR PEOPLE, WHATEVER THEIR LANGUAGE AND ACCESS TO THE
NETWORK, can decide their participation in the effective opposition to this situation: something impossible if they cannot be
adequately informed. This, as a result of a publication like the one you cite in your link, but this time I quote it in French. The purpose
that you propose in prominent, needs the means, not the summary judgment on the attitude of people like zombies or not, with
which the situation is commonly settled.

We all want to live, that is evident, and can be discounted! So much is what people want to live ... that they seek - at all risk - to be
inoculated with whatever it is that promises them even the illusion of achieving it! And the scoundrels know it ... Quotes verbatim:
“The seriousness of this situation forces us to ask ourselves this fundamental question: Will we stand up in defense of billions of
innocent people? Or will we allow personal gain over justice and be complicit?"

Lack of eTciency can question complicity ... For this reason: information in the language of the people ... and accompaniment on
the ground. That is what is necessary, and this is the raw material of the factual possibility of revolutions. And it is not easy, in the
Qrst place. Because the Qghts are usually ARDUOUS AND TRANSFORMING ... and they last in time.
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Thanks, Guillermou, for the link. With the translate feature on my phone (in the 3 little dots top right), I feel I haven't lost all of Dr. Mercola's
valuable articles. So glad to have this link! Thank you!
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Just imagine how many people would have been saved if Ivermectin and HCQ would have not been suppressed by both Government, big
pharma and the media since Feb 2020 and people were allowed to take it freely early on in symptom presentation or as a prophylaxis.
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Right?  How is this not a crime against humanity?
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I"m so glad to read this this morning!  I feel like it's a pound of prevention - and if someone doesn't acknowledge this soon -FAUCH, your
name will become synonymous with MUD.  The people who hang their hats on the Fauch, Gates, WHO, are being lied to.  In the words of my
daddy, "A con only works until you know you're being conned." I dreamt last night that divide and conquer IS the initial theme and the
election year allowed the conditions for them to stick it to us and show us they have total control over our population in the US -
manipulation is easy with fertile soil - and SB277 showed them what would happen - we WOULD absolutely start with division and then
move forward to aggression.

So they knew pitting vaxxed and unvaxxed was a heated crack in the volcano and they lit the match with covid. United we stand - CANNOT
and MUST NOT happen ... we need to be DIVIDED to FALL... and those dominos are falling rapidly. When I woke up, I thought to myself,
"Divided we fall.  Oh crap." Last night, under the stars in our little downtown, the conversation turned to vaccines. Can't one night go by
without a covid discussion?  A sweet believer in the worshipping of vaccines and bought in the danger of the unvaccinated - explained God
created them and we're fools if we don't use them.

I was reminded what Tom Segura said in one of his comedy skits when he didn't argue with his mom (who loves a good argument) and she
went off the rails when he agreed with her.  So I tried it. "Yup, the only fools who question the vaccines are all those 4600 front line doctors,
Bossche from GAVI, the lawyer regarding covid patents Reiner Fuellmich, I mean, how many doctors and scientists have to step forward
before your roots can be dug up and you can understand the fail of this experiment on human beings?  What does it take?  The Qrst covid
death in my circle happens to be a man who was put on remdesivir and a ventilator. Anyways - calling everyone out on why they think
doctors would
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risk their careers - of course, they're so rich now going against the system.  Never mind what it actually means to become a
billionaire ... off covid.
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Tracy, it is a pleasure to read your re\ections on what is happening and the irony that you impress on your words. We have two
fronts: the defenders of the truth and the corrupt led by Biden and Fauci. Much harm has been done to children and now they want to
end with the biological weapons "vaccines". It will be the greatest crime against humanity.

“The children who comprise this vaccine-injured generation are now aging out of schools that needed to build quiet rooms and
autism wings, install wobble chairs, hire security guards and hike special ed spending to 25% to accommodate them. They are
landing on the social safety net which they threaten to sink. As Democratic lawmakers all around the nation vote to mandate more
vaccines and call for the censorship of experts (including parents of vaccine-injured or killed children) that are expressing concerns
about vaccine safety, Democratic Presidential candidates argue about how to Qx America’s dysfunctional and unaffordable health
care system without addressing the reality of the vaccine-related chronic disease and autoimmune disorder epidemic. The good
news for Big Pharma, of course, is that many of these vaccine-injured children have lifelong dependencies on unaffordable
blockbuster drugs like insulin, Adderall, anti-psychotic drugs, Epi-Pens, asthma inhalers, and diabetes, arthritis, and anti-seizure
meds made by the same companies that made the vaccines.”. Robert F. Kennedy, Jr’s
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SOME BRAVE DEFENDERS OF HEALTH AND FREEDOM. [UPDATE: as of 1pm ET on 10/8 over 11,400 doctors & scientists have signed
the Rome Declaration. Please join us by reading and signing below.] We the physicians of the world, united and loyal to the
Hippocratic Oath, recognizing the profession of medicine as we know it is at a crossroad, are compelled to declare the following:
doctorsandscientistsdeclaration.org   STOP THE COVID HOLOCAUST! OPEN LETTER. We call upon you to stop this ungodly medical
experiment on humankind immediately www.globalresearch.ca/stop-the-covid-holocaust-open-letter/5755902  (September 26,
2021) Sweden has basically told the Branch Covidians to go to hell, and the result is that the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) is
basically non-existent. Meanwhile in Israel, one of the most “fully vaccinated” countries in the world, the death toll is skyrocketing.
 citizenfreepress.com/breaking/stunning-covid-chart-israel-vs-sweden/
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Please consider this TYRANNY is also becoming a rallying point! "Chaos hits Rome streets as anti-COVID pass protesters clash with
police" www.bitchute.com/.../NXF5CLDHRkAQ
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It is criminal that the doctors will not allow treatments that work but instead push Remdesivir and push putting patients on ventilators. I just
lost the love of my life because they refused to give him Monoclonal antibody treatment (it saved my life, I’m sure), refused vitaminC, D3,
NAC and refused ivermectin.  They just kept saying “let’s give it one more day” I was not allowed to visit. They Qnally allowed me in to say
goodbye, but he had already lost consciousness and was being kept alive by machines. YeS, I am ANGRY.  Now a good friend is getting the
same non treatment. This has to stop!
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@ deedlesde2, prayers for you. I am a nurse (no longer hospital based) and all of this infuriates me. It is THE OPPOSITE of
responsible and respectful care. Breaks my heart. And terriQes me.
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I am so sorry for your loss, this is all just criminal and beyond belief at how disgusting it is.
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dee, so sorry for your loss.  Where are the courts, the lawyers, the justice, in all of this?
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"WE Jews, we the destroyers"  [page 155] from a book "You Gentiles" by Maurice Samuel
www.amazon.com/You-Gentiles-Maurice-Samuel/dp/B006568Q6I/ref=sr_1_1?cr..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/10/2021 6:55:43 PM
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This Argentine guy is great!  It would sure be nice if more retired health professionals who no longer have careers to lose would step up like
him.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/10/2021 7:21:27 PM
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ConventCassie
Joined On 4/25/2021 4:35:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There were many younger scientists (like Dr. Zach Bush) who all had their labs locked on them. It would have meant Qnding and
collaborating on treatments much earlier to prevent deaths. But then the Government wouldn’t let us use those treatments so we
were screwed.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2021 1:05:58 AM
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oreo952
Joined On 3/29/2020 10:56:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Workers need to go on strike instead of putting up with this nonsense.
citizenfreepress.com/breaking/\orida-\ights-cancelled-air-traTc-co..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/10/2021 12:59:33 PM
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PeterBe
Joined On 6/6/2019 7:29:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CORRECTION: 1KG = 2.2 LBS - The dosage is 0.2 mg/KG body weight therefore the imperial dosage is 0.09mg / lb body weight NOT 0.4
mg/lb

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/10/2021 11:13:59 AM
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Levbennoah
Joined On 9/9/2021 7:15:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anywhere in the world that ivermectin is being used with great success, you can't Qnd any mention in the news sources on the internet or
social media, but we know it works our 80 year old neighbors just had Covid were taking a maintenance dose of hydrocloroquine before
infection and recovered in ten days.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/10/2021 9:43:14 AM
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3whiteswans
Joined On 10/25/2010 6:52:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Someone asked about detox for the vaccine.  I have recommended Liddell’s VAC remedy to take in the days leading to getting the shot and
Newton’s Post Vaccination remedy after.  The VAC remedy for 3 days before and 3 days after plus the Post Vaccination remedy immediately
after for up to 1 week.  Those who have done this plus taking high Vitamin D, C, Quercetin and NAC have done very well with not 1 side
effect.  I do not recommend the “vaccine” but if it is required/mandated and there is no alternative for you, then these things can give you a
good chance against any negative effects.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/10/2021 6:10:09 AM
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Den6328
Joined On 6/19/2013 10:19:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is a remedy for not getting the mandated vaccine. The First Amendment to the Constitution gives you religious freedom, use it
and say God is in charge of you and your immunity. Do not get into any discussion past that. See Peggy Hall. The Civil Rights Act of
1964, Section VII for employees and Section IV for schools. A mandate is not a law, no law or mandate can override the Constitution.
A mandate is issued by a judge to enforce the law. There is no law being violated. However, if you choose to give up your rights,
under the Constitution, you are free to do so as a free man. All msm , including Fox and OAN fail to explain this. You do not have to
lose your job. They are required by law to accommodate you.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/10/2021 7:58:37 AM
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lindalonia
Joined On 4/22/2009 11:50:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@forbiddenhealing Do you make this MMS yourself according to Jim Humble's directions or do you know of a reputable chlorine
dioxide supplier who sells it ready made for human use?  Dr. Joe Nieusma sells Twin Oxide kits for $145 plus about $25 shipping.
www.superiortoxicology.com  www.gotozeros.com  His product must be mixed up properly by the user,  too scary to try. Mike Adams
claims he got sick after speaking at one of the natural healing conferences and cured himself with the chlorine dioxide he takes
along to such events.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/10/2021 3:16:08 PM
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ConventCassie
Joined On 4/25/2021 4:35:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These individuals may feel better, but it won’t heal the platelets that a D-dimer test will display. I don’t believe this a good solution.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2021 1:19:02 AM
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I DARE the world to watch this. I DOUBLE DARE it. Covidland: The Lockdown 2020electioncenter.com/watch

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/10/2021 4:22:52 AM
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Laura, thanks for this very important link to "Covidland".  It is part one of a 5 part doc-series on covid. I am part way through this part
one and all I can say is wow, the majority of the world deQnitely have their head in the sand or some other place lacking sunshine.  I
tossed my tv more than 50 years ago and was not aware of all this bs coming down on the public airwaves.  A health crisis with
overrun hospitals with dead and dying covid patients.  But news reporters going around the hospitals found them empty and staff
having dance parties.  How did the majority come to believe the fear?  I will Qnd out as I watch this documentary-series.   Yep would
be nice if the world watched this and wake the f up.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very old information, already seen it no information whatsoever about the (((actual bad guys)))- Jewish Communists ["bankers"] with
their fake money
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also to add to the suggestions above: Quercetin seems to be very powerful and part of the successful protocols (or simply nettles from
your back yard) and general zapping (bioresonance) detox and bob beck protocols to clear the blood and help the liver. Obviously high dose
Vitamin C and D3/K2 with selenium and zinc. MMS may also work to clear the debris of the jab which is NOT A VACCINE. This is gene
technology....
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What do u mean by MMS

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/10/2021 5:50:21 AM
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Quercetin works very well as an ionophore facilitating Zinc (ZN) across the cell membranes to mitigate viral replication. If no access
to HCQ...use Quercetin in its place

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/10/2021 8:11:28 AM
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CMT...MMS is Miracle Mineral Supp..Chlorite is a powerful oxidizer like H2O2/O3..Smells like bleach/not bleach...cures many
conditions from autism to cancers to viruses like malaria that led to the original discovery when used as a water puriQer.
www.google.com/search?client=Qrefox-b-1-d&q=Jim+Humble+MMS&sa..
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MMS   master mineral solution     took 7 seconds of grueling research
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Bam4647
Joined On 7/31/2017 8:12:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Off topic.  Need help/info:  Several members of our family have religious exemptions for the covid vaccine.  They are still losing their jobs. 
They are not allowed to receive unemployment beneQts in Oregon.  They are having trouble Qnding jobs.  They have joined lawsuits.  They
may lose their homes and be unable to feed their families.  Is there a medication or something they can take to nullify or kill the vaccine if
they are forced to take it?  Iodoral?  Ivermectin?  Nebulizing?  Anything?  Thank-you
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visiwig
Joined On 3/8/2016 8:44:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually I'm sick of hearing about Ivermectin.  I live in the UK.  Can't we have some articles about treatments available in the UK.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Quercetin and Zinc Sulphate, Amazon UK
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Paulus1
Joined On 10/11/2021 5:39:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

from transcript:

Dr. Joseph Mercola:

"You said the dosing is 0.2 mg/kg. In the U.S. we're more familiar with the

imperial units, which would be pounds. I suspect it would be double that, 0.4 mg/pound?"

No, half that... 2.2 lb = 1 kg or 1 lb = 0.454 kg, so approx 0.1 (0.0908) mg/lb.
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SpiceOddity
Joined On 7/28/2021 2:34:47 PM
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Dear Dr. Mercola and staff, would you please consider including link(s) to your non-U-toob video(s) in your Reference section and maybe
also in your article PDF's? Thanks for all that you do. You're on the side of the angels.
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marmur
Joined On 4/16/2008 1:07:05 AM
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Thank you Dr. Mercola.  Thank you Dr. Carvallo.   I took the two jabs.  So sorry I did but certainly will not do the booster.
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ConventCassie
Joined On 4/25/2021 4:35:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wish Dr. Mercola had asked him more questions about the Chinese Vaccination he received. I read early on that the Chinese had
vaccinated a couple of million people and then stopped. They may have switched to the Russian one or something which was not an M r&a
vaccine. I would like more information on what they are doing over in Asia.   Shocking that the majority of doctors remain clueless. This
Argentine Physician described it perfectly, “the doctors matriculated in the Medical School of the Blind”.
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somplsboy
Joined On 12/6/2020 7:51:25 PM
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In case you missed this: "Smartest Man in America” Breaks Down Global Elite’s Vaccine Sterilization Agenda"  "“A mass human die-off
would be traumatic and threaten the status quo,” Langan explained. “If the human population crashes and the economy follows suit, the
elite will have nothing, no innate superiority or adaptivity, that might protect them and conduce to their survival. Hence, they prefer mass
sterilization and a slower (but still rapid) population decline.”
cloudhedges.com/2021/06/18/smartest-man-in-america-breaks-down-global-..
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tcgage
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:16:51 AM
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For some reason my Adobe Reader says Dr. Carvallo's PDF is corrupt and can't be opened. I've tried several times to access the e-book, but
my Adobe Reader, which is up-to-date, cannot open it. Can anything be done about this? I'd really like to have this e-book.
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mikies
Joined On 7/18/2009 11:08:05 AM
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"Nobody has to be a genius to know that."--to treat early and strongly.  Well it is clear that the FDA, CDC, NIH, WHO, Fauci, Collins, HHS, the
surgeon general and the entire legacy media have not an iota of common sense to do what needs to be done--treat early and strongly.
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Joined On 11/5/2012 7:53:43 AM
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where can i get  ivermectin?
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ulika7
Joined On 7/11/2012 5:12:13 AM
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After I posted a question about how to get well from the virus, I have received so many answers and all are very valid and very helpful, I
thank you all for your thoughts of good will. I just want to say a BIG thank you to everyone who cares. It is fantastic how people come
together in times of need, and if not for the internet - we would still be in the dark. I wish Dr. Mercola all the very best for staying here with
everyone and supporting a global community. He is the one person who has the strength and ethics and morals to do the hard work many
shy away from. I sincerely thank everyone, and I am writing this because it feels like it is personal. My daughter just caught the virus from a
coworker but she is Qne and not stressing, I think the key is to NOT stress and just follow the good advice. As I always say... tomorrow is a
new day and the sun will shine again. Sincerely, Ulika
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM
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"we would still be in the dark." do you know the real issue- the fake money?  do you know about the private "central banks?"   Here JM
Keynes, economist" There is no subtler, no surer means of overturning the existing basis of society than to debauch the currency.
The process engages all the hidden forces of economic law on the side of destruction, and does it in a manner which not one man in
a million is able to diagnose." ― John Maynard Keynes, The Economic Consequences of the Peace. This culture specializes in
concealing information like this- I specialize in revealing. sorry, you still be in the dark look at the big picture, the full context.  no
solution until masses refuse to use paper/fake money switch to real money- gold and silver coins.  the old system cannot be and
should not be salvaged.  starve the beast by not accepting its legitimacy.  a new society must be formed, fake money use would be
prosecutable
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM
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Did the medical experiments happen inside or outside the death camps? "Vaccination = Freedom." Welcome to the global death camp.
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LJ_Mama
Joined On 1/31/2021 3:30:03 AM
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My earlier comment is not showing up, I wonder what happened. It was a long comment with links etc.

I wanted to share my view, which is: judging from current trends, we can unfortunately expect a strong push to jab the small children and
babies.

For those who wish to Qnd out about legitimate academic veriQcations of the contents of the jabs, and their Qndings, I suggest checking out
the conference “UNDECLARED COMPONENTS OF THE COVID-19 VACCINES” at this website:

pathologie-konferenz.de/en

Also involved in examining the contents of the jabs and other topics, team Not on the Beeb in the UK has done excellent investigations and
documentaries:

www.notonthebeeb.co.uk/.../carrie-octopus

I honestly hope my comments are not being censored. It would be quite ironic and sad if that were the case. Best of luck to everyone in
these most challenging times.
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bry7351
Joined On 3/11/2015 10:57:13 PM
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God Bless you both!
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God Bless you both!
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joemichaelac
Joined On 10/10/2021 3:57:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gentlemen, I do not need convincing as to the eTcacy of Ivermectin.  What I need is a reputable online establishment that I can purchase
some Ivermectin at a realistic, non-in\ated price. India is a country that comes to mind but the product purity is a necessity.  It is next to
impossible to purchase Ivermectin here in the United States.

Thank you for your time and consideration,

Joe M. Cordova

jpscordova@msn.com
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BillieBob
Joined On 11/15/2008 7:42:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"...the bilingual (English and Spanish) book, “Ivermectin in COVID-19: Prophylaxis and Treatment,” on iniciatherapeutics.com."  The book will
not download successfully - I tried 3 times. The Appendix downloads, but not the book.
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ske5142
Joined On 7/30/2021 12:25:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds like they did know what they were doing: intentionally Doing Harm by not allowing to respond quickly to the illness enough to
mandate this experimental drug on the human race.  Forcing good doctors into a terrible conundrum.  Those left, like the rest of us, are on
their own betrayed by the top brass. Bring back... First Do No Harm.. bring it back.
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joero_
Joined On 4/28/2008 10:55:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What are the Ivermectin and Hydroxychloroquine protocols if you actually come down with Covid?
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os00
Joined On 8/18/2010 3:11:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great article.. An article detailing how to protect retirement assets would be helpful at some point
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

convert paper/fake assets to something real
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TEXASNLC
Joined On 10/10/2021 1:01:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Question on preventive dosing.  0.2mg/kg

My weight is 165 so kg (2.2 divided into 165) is 75 kg.  Then 0.2 mg x 75kg  is equal to 15 mg.  

Dr. Mercola states if used lbs it would be 0.4 mg x what ever you pounds are (if I understood correctly).  

My weight is 165 lbs.  So 0.4mg x 165 lb is equal to 66 mg.  

Where am I going wrong here.  Though maybe the #s would not be exact, they would be close.
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ColoradoCitizen
Joined On 6/7/2020 12:31:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The link for the English edition didn't work. Well, it said the Qle is corrupted. I tried it twice; same message. I did not try the Spanish edition.
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MMaster
Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

" the virus starts to mutate to evade the vaccine-induced antibody" For the sake of accuracy, viruses mutate. It's what viruses do. When a
"treatment" removes a dominant variant, another variant has room to proliferate. In so doing, the variant will elude the "vaccine", because
the shot was never designed for that variant in the Qrst place. The result is "evasion". True evasion requires free will and the mental capacity
to use it, neither of which a virus has. I think it is important to make sure that we don't attribute intelligence to a virus. It robs us of
credibility.
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oreo952
Joined On 3/29/2020 10:56:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Government makes sure they have what they need for themselves but they deny others the same treatment.
 theconservativetreehouse.com/blog/2021/10/09/report-100-to-200-congres..
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Heretical
Joined On 12/14/2020 10:30:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This article proves how evil the so-called authorities are and the pharmaceutical companies that are proQting from the needless deaths of
thousands upon thousands of people.
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BicycleBoy
Joined On 6/26/2007 12:32:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is not a pandemic of the unvax. if you do the math.  One cannot say unvax'd are increasing the spread of Covid 19. * Say 70% vax'd and
effective 50% half of the time. .70 x .50 x .50 = 17.5% of population are spreaders  * Unvax'd 30% and half by now have Natural Immunity .30
x .50 = 15.0% of population are spreaders  The unvax'd (and vax'd) need to take prophylaxes as described in this article or FLCCC or similar
to get their hospital admittance reduced.  Hospital admittance %/ numbers or not an indication of who the spreaders are.
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cbremer
Joined On 11/22/2011 12:53:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The math on the .2mg / kg is not doubled per pound....there is 2.20 pounds in one kilo.  So my math says .1mg  or a bit less per pound not
.4mg.
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linda47
Joined On 6/16/2011 10:57:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why?? Why can't these reputable and responsible people get an audience with Congress?  The people we elected to look out for us. When
you consider other disease processes like cancer they are willing to throw anything and everything at it, including the most experimental
drugs or treatments as long as they inform the patient that the drug or treatment is experimental .   Citizens of this "free" country should
have the right to determine for themselves what they want to do with their bodies including treatment for COVID.  Lack of early treatment is
malpractice in its most harmful form.  

It appears this is the biggest and most egregious conspiracy that has overtaken the world in my lifetime.  Can we do nothing?? Certainly
there must be someone in the houses of government that is willing to at least present the information that seems reasonable and
responsible and that has been noted on Dr. Mercola's web site.  Why does the government want all these folks to die either from lack of
early intervention for COVID or from an experimental vaccine that is causing death?  It is beyond sad; it is heartbreaking.  Someone must do
something.  Praying that God will give that person or persons the personal fortitude to do the right thing.  Please!   Thank you.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Permit me to control a country's currency and I care not who makes the laws." -Meyer Amschel Rothschild
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GratefultoTheLORD
Joined On 10/10/2021 10:45:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

First, I want to express my great appreciation for both Docs sharing this information with us and the risk they are taking to do so. We see
what is really going-on all over the world. India has stopped the virus in 2 provinces using a combination of IVM, D3, Zinc, etc.

The method used by the leadership to control is called crisis totalitarianism

I wish to correct the conversion stated by Dr Mercola.

A kg is 2.2 pounds Therefore, 1 pound would use .09 mg IVM.

Example: a 150 lb person is 68.18 kg x .2 mg = 13.6 mg dose  or 150 lbs x .09 mg = 13.5 mg dose.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's more than greed.  It's political theater for absolute control destroying individual free will choice & truly free, representative governance.
 Because it's about lust, power & money....the most given over to those things drive it, whether openly & directly, or more frequently &
effectively, clandestinely & like the liars & creatures of the dark which they are...from the shadows, through front organizations & dupes:
useful idiots as Stalin called them.   Certain groups trusting in their own righteousness & into using other peoples' money, children, property
etc through controlling & directing logically & demonstrably have the most in\uence.  But that's 'discrimination' and only those telling the
whole truth in unshadowed light, because of where & to Whom it points, & what it exposes as the only real human universal of
corruptibility.....are allowed to be discriminated against.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

see article the stimulus and the response by A. Rand [book philosophy who needs it].  A 1969 book Beyond Freedom and Dignity by
BF Skinner, paid for by federal grant, over $2.5M in today's money.  total absolute evil hatred for AUTONOMOUS MAN.  I believe this
trashy book is a major blueprint for NWO and the reset.
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LillyTilly
Joined On 4/21/2014 5:05:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Such a fascinating talk between Dr Mercola and  Dr. Hector Carvallo!! Around the 29 minute mark, Dr. Carvallo gives some great info on
Ivermectin. "The virus is the weakest enemy we are facing now" Doc Carvallo (56 min mark)
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Drew458
Joined On 10/3/2020 11:39:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At least for the 1% injectable liquid livestock ivermectin, you are WRONG to say that it contains Polyethlyene Glycol. It does not. It contains
Propylene Glycol, which is a common additive to prepackaged chewy food. It also contains Glycerol Formal, which is used in softgel pills
and is 95% of what's in glycerine. Both are FDA approved for human consumption. Here is the MSDS for Agri-mectin. ALL of the brands of
the 1% liquid livestock Ivermectin use exactly the same recipe.
www.kvsupply.com/ContentFiles/Associated_Content/AgriMectinInjectionSD..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh my, go back and listen to this interview again, its the mRNA shots using PEG - polyethylene glycol.
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M.H.Deal
Joined On 11/22/2017 8:29:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The most amusing statement from Dr. Carvallo is that when naming the virus variants using the Greek alphabet, they'll soon run out of
letters, classical Greek having twenty-four letters from Alpha to Omega. Having always thought that myself, I'm pleased to Qnd another of
the same opinion.  What's the next language to be shanghaied?
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jam1450
Joined On 6/15/2020 1:53:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They might as well switch to the one with the most letters.... the Khmer Language has the largest alphabet in the world, with a total
of 74 letters, consisting of 33 consonants, 23 vowels and 12 independent vowels. Often referred to as Cambodian, Khmer is actually
spoken in many countries in Southeast Asia, including Thailand, Vietnam, and some parts of Laos. The language has a total of 16
million native speakers.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A good summary/documented;   www.theautomaticearth.com/.../spartacus
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If words can make wishes come true, then on this October Sunday I wish and write words to that extent that all who seek the well lived life
shall develop the methods of making every dream come true. I say this to wish you all the hopes and dreams that put you in the picture, of
contentment of heart. Tomorrow I add a new digit to a clock. Humanity loves to place numbers on everything it sees. There is a little kid the
lives in me still, that tries like heck, to believe the clock is a playful game. And I am winning the game.  And I'll give joyful credit to the
words, wishes, wisdom, spoken here.
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wes...
Joined On 7/4/2010 2:12:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My drs won’t prescribe ivermectin. Where do I get it
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Ronmus
Joined On 7/20/2020 7:26:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I ordered 20 Ivermectin capsules from a pharmacy in Stuart, Florida....Seven Cells....they came in a small teal and maroon capsules...but no
imprinted labeling or numbering as required by law. I called and they said they make the compound  there at their facility......20 pills-approx.
$170 with shipping.  to take them I am wary...and hope not to have the need to eventually use them.
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So simple but here we politicize everything. When this is over we need to severely punish the tyrants and their conspirators.
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maxandfrancis
Joined On 10/6/2006 2:41:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It will never be over UNTIL we “punish the tyrants and conspirators”!  We cannot wait.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is the true crux of the matter...no one IS held to account. Until that changes in a real way none of this ends. Why would a thief
stop robbing a bank if no one stopped him/her?
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jahwind
Joined On 9/8/2021 6:16:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Carrageenan is one of the most powerful in\ammatory agents known and used in the laboratory to torture animals into just such a
condition. Dosage must have been critical for success. I personally use natural substances to open the pathway to the power that is
integral from the beginning and source. Keep strength.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree - I was shocked to see carrageenan ...
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Drew458
Joined On 10/3/2020 11:39:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

i've never heard that. But carrageenan is made from seaweed. Irish moss. That's about as natural as it gets other than grazing weeds
by the side of the road.
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bjoffe
Joined On 10/10/2021 11:49:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I, too, was surprised to hear him speak of the use of carrageenan.  I have been told by several integrative doctors to avoid it as an
additive for its possible cancer causing properties.  Dr. Mercola just let it slip by. ??
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3whiteswans
Joined On 10/25/2010 6:52:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The article that is in Spanish that Guillermo refers to - how do I get an English translation?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/10/2021 6:15:59 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

using translate google !!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/10/2021 11:15:06 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

RavisJoy
Joined On 3/18/2012 12:34:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

👍🙏🙌💜

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/10/2021 5:19:42 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

DonnaT_
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:02:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermou, thank you for reposting those two reports by Dr. Mercola on vaccine risks and tips for minimizing those risks. Please tell me the
dates of those articles so I can locate them in my download Qles. Thanks.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/10/2021 4:48:25 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

On the website of Dr. Mercola in English they have been deleted. My information is from Dr. Mercola's website in Spanish. This link is
the main articulos.mercola.com/sitios/articulos/archivo/2021/07/12/riesgos-de-l..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/10/2021 5:33:52 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/07/joseph-mercola/might-covid-injections-redu..  - read to the bottom of this article.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/10/2021 6:56:49 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks ROSE, Also: Articles by Dr, Mercola www.lewrockwell.com

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/10/2021 8:35:51 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

peterbox4blox.com
Joined On 2/7/2021 11:58:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have seen no comments online regarding the effectiveness of using dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO) in conjunction with these other
therapeutics.   It surprises me considering how effective DMSO is as a miracle cure for most things.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/10/2021 4:13:32 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I use DMSO. It is amazing!
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John21601
Joined On 5/6/2021 2:06:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"How are we going to take care of them all? Who’s going to pay for their care?" Take a look at the streets of Venice, CA or LA for your
answer to that question. I keep saying, we're living in 1935 Germany, the Jews are in the midst of a new Holocaust, and we're all responsible
for electing criminals to oTce. Read your history folks...wait...I'm preaching to the choir. Sorry.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/10/2021 4:04:05 AM
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

please, Jews are behind this.  a lot of misdirection [lying] is here "Some call if Communism, I call it Judaism" Rabbi Stephen Samuel
Weiss, New York City, 1935

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/10/2021 5:09:38 PM
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wendyb.
Joined On 4/27/2011 5:42:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’ve heard that as well as ivermectin use banned in hospitals, even if a patient brings in their own supply, they are not allowed to take it.
 And, that makes sense if you’ve seen the microscope pics of what seem to be scary living parasites in the bottle of covid vaccine serum!
 IF the ‘great reset’ plan is to eliminate billions of us ‘useless food eaters’ they canNOT allow something like ivermectin to kill off their
precious parasites!
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Bigbetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

" Greed"....? Really..?  Even brilliant and admirable doctors such as Dr Carvallo are not able to see the bigger picture.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/10/2021 3:27:50 AM
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Drew458
Joined On 10/3/2020 11:39:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I sure he does, but "greed" as an answer is simple and benign, and doesn't make him look like a conspiracy nutjob to those looking to
label people conspiracty nutjobs. Greed comes in all sizes, from a bit more proQt on a sale, to global domination by the "elites" in
their tyrannical Great Reset and human depopulation endeavor.
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Big\etch, could you. then explain what are the missing notes to the big picture?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/10/2021 1:36:53 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

davetheslave44yahoo.co.u
Joined On 8/2/2021 5:37:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Too much logic and rationale is being here. Isn't it obvious in the face of overwhelming evidence why these COVID shots aren't being pulled
if lvermectin is so much more effective? It's about superlative power and greed coupled with the signs of the times which spell apathy and
burying your head in your android which is what l see at a whole new level on a daily basis here. Psychopaths don't care about patient care
or how many will suffer regarding funding for casualties from these injections in the future.
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Tar7827
Joined On 2/18/2021 9:39:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ionic foot baths as well as sauna and cryotherapy

star anise, fennel, pine needle tea, oils, extracts

and capsules

dandelion extract

quecertine

NAC

Vit C high dose

liver and kidney support

if your vaxxed or have high exposure to vax shedding

DETOX SLOWLY.

If your eyesight is effected axstanathine

high doses works.

Everyone is effected by vaccine if they have exposure to vaccinated ppl. Blood clotting is being seen in unvaccinated ppl due to shedding.
please research shedding if you haven't done so.

Stay calm and take care of yourself.
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Tar7827
Joined On 2/18/2021 9:39:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great information!!

Dear God I pray everyone reads this!!
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sel7495
Joined On 2/11/2017 8:23:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am having an extremely diTcult time getting Ivermectin. I found Push Health, but the Honeybee Health Pharmacy is 2 weeks behind. Does
anyone know other options?
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sel7495
Joined On 2/11/2017 8:23:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am Covid pos now. Nebulizing peroxide has helped but it’s so frustrating to not be able to get Ivermectin- it’s my health and if I want
to try it I should be able to. I live in Illinois and can drive to get it if anyone knows how.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get your hands on NAC, and start taking it orally, then take half a pill, crush and dissolve it in saline solution, then nebulize it. I
alternated H2O2 and NAC solutions in nebulizer. You have to clean out the chamber each switch over.

Then go to Frontline doctors website, get a doctor online, and they can write a script for it. May be able to ship Iverm. your door.
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

sel7495...Quercetin is good too.  Buy at a health food store or order on line.  I used natural factors Bioactive Quercetin EMIQ; says its
40 times greater absorption than regular quercetin. This gets the zinc into your cells so the virus can not replicate, or this is my
understanding.  I took it along with chelated zinc and within 3 days whatever I had was gone. Used H2O2 nebulizer, 5-10 grams vit C
daily.  I ordered it thru amazon (the quercetin) and got it the next day I believe.  Don't freak yourself out.  Unless your half dead you
will recover.  I'm 63 with co-morbidities so you should recover too. The earlier you get on this the better.  Hope this helped and you're
on the mend soon.
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clanharwood
Joined On 1/17/2008 7:05:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

but HOW do we protect our retirement investments....amid the potential collapse coming in 7 years?  (I'm in Canada; we have RRSP that I
think are similar to American 401K... plus we have a government sponsored "Pension Plan"  known by the acronym CPP.... HOW do we
protect our "on paper" retirement investments?

ALSO --- DOES anyone know a source of Ivermectin in CANADA ?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, clanharwood, deception and misinformation are ongoing and dracomian measures and “vaccine” deaths and illnesses are
mortgaging the economic future. The job restrictions of this phony pandemic have been the perfect storm for the bankruptcy of
many companies as predators line their pockets with the blood of suffering and job losses. Countries around the world have applied
different strategies to combat the coronavirus pandemic, but almost all have done something in common: increase their public
spending with expensive drugs and of course to buy "vaccines" at exorbitant prices. Governments have offered Qnancial assistance
to people and businesses affected economically by the paralysis brought on by the pandemic. Tax revenues as a consequence of the
paralysis of the activity, has also generated something very worrying. It has led the world public debt to reach its historical maximum
and for the Qrst time to be close to 100% of the international Gross Domestic Product (GDP). If the future of pensions can be a
drama, inequalities will grow, hunger and misery will reach the weakest. Meanwhile the corrupt globalist elite will be much richer. It is
the Great Reset, many people will live off the handouts of the multimillionaire tyrants.
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5807873
Joined On 4/30/2014 11:29:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Try this: https://www.riverpharmacy.ca/   Ordered Ivermectin from them.  $126 US for 30 tablets.  But I have to wait 3-4 weeks they
say.
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steve49car
Joined On 10/5/2020 3:37:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is it time that every doctor should be required to sign a yearly legal document that they agree to always put the health of the people Qrst
regardless of political pressure? What we have today is the result of years of kow towing to a vile drug industry bent on vast proQts at no
beneQt to the people ...shoving injections in people that they KNOW damages the immune system so making huge numbers more exposed
to sickness  and known disease ... much of which came out of laboratories ... man made!!!

Wonderful things though are happening world wide ... big pharma and its thuggish supporters are being arrested ... and yes executed!
Those politicians who made laws exempting  drug industry from law ....are and will go the same way ....arrested and charged and dealt
with! A prediction ... President Trump will be back power between the 15th and 22nd October, will NOT operate from the WH ever again (its
to be demolished) ... a new government small complex is to be built elsewhere!

At the same time a new Vice President will be announced ...shocks all around !Its Red October, Quantum is in place removing the accounts
of the deep state puppets, reading the account of the Qnding of the stolen Gold that made up 80% of the known reserves ....spread within a
tunnel complex and stored over 150 miles of that tunnel ... it now bolsters the new Quantum system ... its gold backed so no money
printing allowed!

Best of all the drug industry is now potentially bankrupt ... they can have some of their money IF they produce only clean and proven
beneQcial to health ...many will disappear ...PQzer and others actually belong to Bill Gates .... but he is sleeping now ... permanently! Red
October leading to the Great Awakening! Watch China ... it seems the 3 Gorges dam and everything beneath it is gone ....but the map still
shows it ..photoshopped! China \ying planes over Taiwan is simply the CCP death throes ...?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't know, watch for more events.

Here's a more than interesting proclamation everyone may want to watch, its brief and to the point: "COVID is Over" -
www.bitchute.com/.../0oSecOa8n\D  - Professor Dolores Cahill who is President of the World Doctor's Alliance announces that
COVID is over.
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